Library A Score Function (A1 Score)
We assembled a linear model using experimental data associated with a given PDB entry (see manuscript and page SM3). More specifically, an energy minimized structure of each PDB structure was generated using the standard score function of the Rosetta program. The un--weighted score terms were extracted and associated to the natural log of the Michaels constant (ln K M ). A new score function was parameterized using non--negative least squares regression. The table below shows weights comparing the standard Rosetta score function and the re--weighted score function (A1 Score) used for Library A design. 
Library A Training Data
The re--weighted linear score function (A1 score) used to design Library A was based on crystallographic data of deoxycytidine kinases bound with various substrates listed in the table below. The structures were imported into the Rosetta program and energy minimized. While the substrate was modeled enumerating various torsional combinations, the minimized structure was always observed to a substrate conformation similar to that of the crystal structure. This observation is consistent with crystallographic data, as near identical torsions are observed for all bound structures. In order to assess the accuracy of the new score function (A1 score), we applied the function to an independent kinetic test set, from published data from Iyidogan and Lutz (1) (natural log of the Michaelis constant K M ). The initial structures were based on 2NO1, 2ZI7, 3KFX and 2ZI9 for D-deoxycytidine, D--deoxyguanosine, D--thymidine and D--deoxyadenosine. The relevant mutations were made using fixed backbone design, and the structure was energy minimized using the standard Rosetta score function. Only the crystalized substrate conformer was used. The resulting structure was scored using the A1 score, and is depicted in the table and figure below. The A1 score had moderate statistical correlation to the test data: R 2 = 0.34 and Pearson's r = 0.59. 
Library A Mutations
Using a similar to protocol to obtain mutant structures and A1 scores, we attempted to find single mutations predicted to favor L--thymidine over D--thymidine within 3--shells of the substrate. A shell is defined to be all atoms within 4.0 angstroms from a given set of atoms. The PDB structures of 3KFX and 3HP1 were used to model D-- and L-- thymidine respectively. For each investigated position, all 20 amino acids were modeled in addition to the three base ssTK1A mutations. The difference of the A1 scores of L--thymidine and D--thymidine were used to evaluate the contribution of each mutation. Specifically, a negative difference suggests a favorable Michaelis constant for L--thymidine over D--thymidine. The top 3 single mutations were selected for experimental evaluation. Additionally, a secondary scoring mutation selected at each lead position. A100V,R104M,D133S,W58V 4.80
A100V,R104M,D133S,E196A 3.00 1.10 --2.0
Library B Score Function (B1 and B2)
Variant structures were modeled similar to Library A, using fixed backbone design used to create initial mutant structures, followed by subsequent energy minimization to the standard Rosetta score function. However instead of a single resulting structure, an ensemble of five distinct structures was generated by independent trajectories. In addition the standard score terms, calculations specific to the bound D-- or L--thymidine were additionally added. Using the corresponding experimental data (ln K M ), we attempted to find statistical correlation of un--weighted score terms for each structure. Correlation was evaluated using rank correlation, to an arbitrary significance of p--values less than 0.15. Based on this criteria, six score terms were selected as the feature set (highlighted in black). 
Score Term p--value

Figure S2: Statistical correlation of score terms to training data
Library B Training Data
The data used for Library B, was based on the experimental data from Library A. Using the feature set of six statistically correlated score terms, two separate score functions were created: B1 Score and B2 Score to model Michaels constant (ln K M ) and catalytic efficiency (ln k cat /K M ). The performance of each score function was evaluated using leave on out validation, and the resulting values are tabulated below. After testing various machine--learning methods, the k--nearest neighbor algorithm had the best predictive performance. The non--parametric Library B score functions had slightly better correlations and are shown in the figure below. B1 Score: R 2 = 0.62, and Pearson's r = 0.72. B2 Score: R 2 = 0.49, and Pearson's r = 0.70. 
Library B Mutations
Using the modified ensemble approach, B1 and B2 scores were calculated for D--and L--thymidine interactions for all 20 amino acid single mutations within 3--shells of the substrate, using the two ssTK3 base mutations. The difference in B1 and B2 scores were used to evaluate each mutation. For B1 a negative difference would suggest a favorable Michaelis constant for L--thymidine, while for B2 a positive difference would suggest overall improved catalytic performance for L--thymidine. The top 4 mutations using the B1 and B2 scores were selected for experimental validation. Overall Predictive Performance (B3 Score)
In a summative capacity, the B3 score was used to evaluate predictive performance using the final set of kinetic data. Using a similar methodology, six score terms were non--parametrically fit to catalytic efficiency (k cat /K M ) using the k--nearest neighbor algorithm. The standard Rosetta score function has little/no correlation to the experimental data (R 2 = 0.02, and Pearson's r = 0.08). The B3 Score has moderate statistical correlation (R 2 = 0.62, and Pearson's r = 0.82), and has a slight improvement to the predecessor function B2 Score (compiled using less data points). For plotting purposes, both the Rosetta and B3 Score have been normalized. 
